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FLAUBERT.
A BLOWINO STORY OF LOVE, PASSION, ANO WAR.

This Thrilling Historical Romance has excited more deep in-
terest and fierce controversy in Europe and America than
any other novel of this century.

H ENRY M. STANLEY, The Great Explorer, says: "Once
again my blood bas coursed furiously through the veina as it did when,

a boy, 4•Ivanhoe's' magic pages first burst upon my enraptured senses. Now,
as then, I know what power lies in a stirring book. Heart and brain beat and
throb in unison with every movement portrayed. Sheldon's Salammbô is one
of the most remarkable and fascinating books that I have ever come acroos."
-Scotsmax (Edinburgh).

W ILKIE COLLINS writes to Sheldon: "Vour translation bas
honestly met, and triumphantly conquered, the innumerable difficulties

of transforming the language of France into the language of England. From
the beginning of the book to the end, I admire, without reserve. the profound
knowledge of the two languages, the delicacy of handling, and the inflexible
integrity of interpretation, which you have brought to your task. Your
translation of Salamm»6 has given an English book to English readers. I
say this honestly, and I need say no more."

" FASCINATING STORY-Set in Glowing arbaric
«« Splendor."- Tims (Lon don).j

"NTO NOVEL ever issued probably had such sudden and
ANosuch universal effect."-Standard (London).

" IS BOOK has made an unusual stir in London Literary«'Tand Art Circles"-Couvrtfouorotal(London).
Similar expressions have been recesved from PRoF. MAX MOLLER, PRINCE

MaLcOI., MAx O'REL, and numbers of others of the most learned in the
Church. Literary, and Political worlds. QUzEN VicToRIA and the PRINCE OF
WALs have placed copies in their private libraries, and have congratulated
M. FRmva SuELDoN, and made favorable comments upon the work.
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